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Clash is a study on placing the same element under different contexts. The piece is
centred on the saxophone’s concert B, which, when heard together with the violin
and piano’s vastly different but repeated chords, is heard as consonant or dissonant.
The saxophone line then follows a path that attempts to resolve its dissonance
relative to the other instruments, which ends up creating an interesting line on its
own.
Clash is also a metrical metamorphosis: the first and final sections contain essentially
the same materials, but while the music starts with alternating quadruple and
quintuple meters, it is gradually transformed by the irregular middle section into
alternating triple and compound duple meters. The listener is challenged to spot the
difference since the first section has faded in his memory.
On multiple levels, this juxtaposition and conflict between a previous appearance of
a certain piece of material, etched onto the listener’s memory, and the nuanced
transformation of the same material is what I call a clash.
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